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Part One.  

 

-multiple logue using this name [these initials, Br. Ja.] 

-this one has at least one sister that lives with him 

-is male 

-there is another older male around [in the environment] who wants Br. Ja. [this one] to call him 

“dad”.  

-“Dad,” wants to go on lots of trips with Br. Ja.  

-“Dad,” doesn’t invite Br. Ja.’s sister on any trips. 
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He selects another “sister” for Br. Ja. and gets him engaged to his original sister … in a public 

ceremony. 

-Next “Dad” plans a pre-wedding honeymoon: and goes with Br. Ja. on the honeymoon instead of 

sister, original.  

-Dad invites new [fake] sister to honeymoon and enforces dating between Br. Ja. & [fake] sister 

-it wheels-feels like the world is just starting  

-[fake] sister reveals that she is actually a man, and that he is also “Dad’s” wife; and so other, 

another “Dad” also to Br. Ja. & his original sister.  

-Br. Ja. [for this one, in identity; implying more than one person using this name] is a name change 

from original name, initials K.P. [a repeat of another set of same names for different identities: 

peoples] 

(the culture of: oh, it’s not this Br. Ja. … it’s this Br. Ja.) 

cited: stonewall homicide connections  

 

Part Two. Analysis of caveat such as; i.e. wine 

tag[s]: artistic theology through channel; data: stream, analysis; literary theology; also for the cited: 

vhp 

 

cited stanza 11 last sentence in “JUDGES 6:13 , 167” from “Holy B …” “warrior” [and why not with 

other she] 

war-ri-or 

ir sounds like river=> water 

so we have  

war, water, or => 

change of order to sense 

 war or water => fasting in certain liquid habits [uses, et al] 

wins your war 

 

 

modern useful examples might, include: bathing with a napcloth instead of a regular shower 

stream or the-the napcloth’s equivalent in at least a few swaps of regular shower use; fasting in 

liquid consumption a few hours, … collecting rainwater even when there is no liquid of such 

use governmental shortage and using as … ?  

 

 


